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Introduction
As it seems, the enlargement process of the European Union (EU) has become irreversible.
Thus, three or four years down the road the first Central and East European Countries (CEEC) of the former socialist bloc will become members of the European Union. There can be no doubt that the accession process will shape policies and markets, of both current and prospective members. Additionally, e xpansion Once the accession of CEEC to the EU has begun, the eastward enlargement of the eurozone will be only a couple of more years away.
After all, it has been one of the 1993 Copenhagen EU-accession criteria "to take on the obligations of membership, including (...) the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)". In fact, some CEEC politicians and economists have even been toying with the idea of introducing the euro unilaterally because the stability criteria have been grossly met and because they want to speed up the accession process. 
Membership of accession countries in the eu

Capital markets and financial flows
The financial landscape in applicant states will be most prominently a ffected by the euro.
Capital markets in these countries have i mproved tremendously over the past decade. (1), (2), and (4) . Moreover, the then rising need to reduce the trade deficit will most likely result in a reduction of overall demand and thus harm economic growth. reasons or in order to allow for a short-term facilitation of the still ongoing transition process. As soon as the euro will be adopted by selected CEEC, old members will be much less likely to tolerate unsound economics because they would affect their own welfare through at least two channels: (1) Expansionary fiscal and monetary policies would increase inflationary pressures which have to be borne by all euroland members via rising interest rates. Note, that the magnitude of this channel is rather limited due to the small economic weight the CEEC will have within euroland. (2) Allowing any new member to violate criteria of Maastricht or Stability Pact could serve as bad example for others and will thus be avoided.
Labour markets and the social dimension
Hence, with the arrival of the euro, economic constraints for applicant CEEC must be presumed to be much more binding.
Boundaries in economic discretion will shape labour markets by changing the behaviour of relevant actors. First of all, there are the contract partners, unions and business associations, which determine wages and labour conditions. With no accommodating monetary or fiscal policy in sight, it will be more and more necessary to resist the urge for higher wages and premium conditions. This is a learning process that is already visible, for instance, in the moderate wage increases in current eurozone members.
More flexible labour markets are beneficiary for long-term economic performance. In the short term they may be costly in economic and political terms, which is even reinforced by the special circumstances of transition. A likely scenario is that high skilled labour in modern, export-orientated sectors of the economy will benefit from more flexible labour markets in the However, with regard to the impact on the current EMU by the prospective membership of the CEEC, another argument has to be put in place. Since transparency in the decisionmaking process of the European Central Bank (ECB) is lacking, the ECB could be expected to concern itself with the economic performances of the CEEC. Markets could expect the monetary policy of the ECB to be more relaxed than normally necessary in order to achieve price stability -for instance, to improve the ability of the CEEC to attract capital inflows by lowering its interest rates. Accordingly, the risk-premia for EMU would rise and the ECB would actually have to raise interest rates. All current members of the EMU would be worse off.
Conclusions
The (2) Accession to the EMU offers tremendous chances for the most progressive CEEC, which can be felt even now. A glance at monetary figures reveals the latest progress -sinking inflation, converging interest rates, and improving financial market conditions -which is at least partly due to generally positive expectations. However, the ongoing path may prove to be too thorny with n umerous roadblocks ahead. Some of those have been described in this paper, but a great deal of them has not been considered yet.
